THE NAVAJO PEACEMAKER COURT: DEFERENCE TO THE OLD AND ACCOMMODATION TO THE NEW

James W. Zion* Introduction
There is a body of Navajo law that has survived the occupation of Spanish, Mexican, and American military forces, the domination of the government of the United States, and the intrusion of the European and American industrial revolution into the life of the Navajo people, the Dini. The traditions, customs, and usages of the Navajo, more properly identified as Navajo common law, survived sixty-seven years of attempts by the Bureau of Indian Affairs to "educate" and "civilize" the Navajo through an imposed Navajo Court of Indian Offenses that required Navajo judges to use foreign law. Navajo common law has also remained alive for twenty-five years in a court system controlled by the Navajo government, but it was born of fears of a state takeover and a forced adoption of methods used by American state courts. The Navajo common law has survived through the demands of the Navajo people and their elected leaders.
The Navajo Peacemaker Court is an experiment in blending the procedures of the Navajo common law with Anglo-American methods, and it is an attempt to see whether the means of using Indian customary law is through the development of procedures for its use rather than cataloging its substantive rules.
This article presents the history of the beginning of the Navajo Peacemaker Court and a discussion of why it came into being. The Navajo judges who established the Peacemaker Court hoped to find an alternative to Anglo-American judicial methods by accommodating demands for the use of custom law.
In April of 1982 the judges of the Navajo courts adopted a new kind of court system that blended traditional Navajo can be made, then there are three groups of Navajos.' The first group, which could be called the "traditionals," generally live in isolated rural areas, and they live simply, using the older ways of the Navajo. The second is a large group of people who are in a transitional status between traditional Navajo ways and the ways of modern America. These "caught-in-the-middles" are the largest and most visible group. Often they were reared in traditional ways and sent to boarding schools at an early age where they acquired Anglo-American educations and values. Now they feel uneasy in both worlds. The third group is the "moderns," made up of young people who speak Navajo poorly or not at all. These people are more attuned to the outside culture because of education, employment, and the ever-increasing presence of television.
Using Navajo common law appeals to all three of these groups, but for different reasons. The traditionals want custom law used in the courts because they feel comfortable with it; they understand it and they have more control when using it. The caught-in-the-middles feel more comfortable with the ideas associated with their upbringing, and they feel the use of custom can provide a tool for protection from the white outsiders who discriminate against them. Often the moderns feel they have an obligation to return to their roots. They know enough about the mechanics of the dominant society (i.e., widespread prejudice and the impact of the capitalist ethic) to desire a legal system they will be able to influence. The problem for the courts is how to accommodate all three groups and serve their needs.
Some Navajos oppose the use of Navajo customary ways. Navajo history has as one of its central themes the conflict between the traditionals and the moderns on the issue of returning to the traditional ways or becoming assimilated. The proposed adoption of a Navajo constitution, livestock control, and the distribution of mineral income have all. been political issues in this fight, and the fight continues. 6 The conflict between the traditionals and the moderns has also reached the Navajo courts, and its judges find themselves "in a dilemma of traditional versus professional authority." 7 When the Navajo courts were founded, the pressures from outside the tribe were to fill the judgeships with Navajos who were highly educated and highly trained in Anglo-American methods. Despite these pressures, both the Navajo Tribal Council and the judges expressed their desires to use traditional Navajo thinking, methods, and customs.' Today the acquired Anglo-American professionalism of the judges, engendered by the climate in which the Navajo courts were founded, has secured their continued functioning on an Arerican state court model. The judges are, however, responding to the dilemma of blending traditional values with their professional authority. They recognize the utility of the American court system, but at the same time they are searching for ways to give lasting legitimacy to the persistence of Navajo common law by bringing it into the court system. Navajo history is full of illustrations of strong cultural survival complemented by a canny pragmatism. This has led to the adoption of features from the outside that are desirable and the rejection of those that do not fit Navajo values. The use of Spanish weaving and silversmithing techniques and a passion for education show a selective adoption of other ways. The rejection of an imposed constitution and governmental structure shows the tough rejection of methods which do not fit. The persistence of Navajo legal culture and the rejection of harsh rules of law are but another example of that pragmatism.
Events Leading to the Adoption of the Peacemaker Court
On April 2, 1981, Nelson J. McCabe, the Chief Justice of the Navajo courts, gave instructions to begin a study of how Navajo customs could be used in the courts as law. He stated that the chairman of the Navajo Tribal Council, the Judiciary Committee of the Council, and some of the judges had made repeated requests for a study of custom law, and McCabe wanted the study to be made by the courts." Tribal Chairman Peter MacDonald expressed a great interest in finding a system for using Navajo customs. There was a place for them because the courts are permitted to use Navajo "customs and usages" in civil litigation." 0 Chairman MacDonald asked a noted non-Indian legal expert and 8. Conn, supra note 1, at 364, 366 n.209.
9. Conversation with Nelson J. McCabe, Chief Justice of the Navajo Nation (Apr. 2, 1981) .
10. 7 Navajo Tribal Code § 204 (1978) . This is also permitted in the Courts of Indian Offenses operated by the federal government. 25 C.F.R. § 11.23 (1981).
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https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/ailr/vol11/iss2/2 NA VAJO PEACEMAKER COURT a tribal attorney to research the possibilities for the use of Navajo custom law." The combined insistence of the executive and legislative leaders of Navajo government led to an organized effort within the courts.' 2 The court's efforts had barely begun, having produced only an internal discussion paper of some of the possibilities for research and the outline of a proposal for funding the project, when Chairman MacDonald formed a nine-member Task Force on the Navajo Judiciary to examine the "structure and functioning of the Judiciary System," including "ways in which great emphasis on and utilization of traditional Navajo customs and methods of resolving disputes can be incorporated into the court system as the preferred method and set of values.' The task force began its work, but there were disputes among its members and its demands for funding were ignored. After only a few meetings were held to agree upon the goals of the task force and to hear initial reports from the participant organizations, the work of the task force was brought to an end. 4 During the initial months of the court initiative there was little concrete progress because of an assumption that funds would be needed to conduct a comprehensive study of Navajo substantive law. There were many informal discussions with the judges, the Judiciary Committee, the president of the Navajo Nation Bar Association," 5 and others. These led to an agreement that Navajo customs, traditions, and usages must be legitimized as law and used in the courts. There were, however, few concrete ideas on how that would be done. The talks centered on codifying custom law through tribal council action, on preparing a restatement of Navajo common law in the modern American common law man- 14. The task force was composed of three members each from the Judiciary Committee, the Navajo courts, and the Supreme Judicial Council. The Supreme Judicial
Council was a highly political quasi-judicial body, composed of the Chief Justice, retired judges of the Navajo courts, and tribal council members. The personal and political dynamics of the council's creation led to strong clashes with the legitimate courts and others. Infighting coupled with a failure of the chairman to support funding for the project led to the task force's rapid dissolution. The Supreme Judicial Council expired in September of 1981 when the Navajo Tribal Council did not further fund its operations. 15. The Navajo Nation Bar Association is a lively organization of approximately 250 Navajo and non-Navajo members, most of whom did not attend law school. It is becoming a strong force in the development of the Navajo courts and Navajo law.
ner, or developing a method of using Navajo common law in the same manner as English and American common law. No ideas were implemented, however.
In December of 1981 two simple questions resulted in the idea that became the foundation for the Navajo Peacemaker Court. Tribal Council delegate Albert Ross, Jr., of the Saint Michael's Chapter,' 6 near Window Rock, the Navajo capital, came to the office of Chief Justice McCabe to ask a few simple legal questions. The Chief Justice called his attorney to answer them. The main concern was, "If a Navajo judge appoints someone to work with people in the community, can the person be sued?" After some discussion, another question was, "Can the person appointed by the judge force the Navajo police to carry out his orders?"
These questions were asked because of a court custom that had been in existence for a long time. The custom was not found in any Navajo legal writings and it was one little used in modern times. The court custom was that a judge could call in a respected member from the local community to work with litigants on problems for which mediation, rather than the American adversary system, was more appropriate. These disputes were usually over family matters, such as divorce or drinking problems, or other everyday problems. Both Chief Justice McCabe and council delegate Ross confirmed that this custom had existed from the times of the Navajo Court of Indian Offenses, 1892 to 1959. The idea that there was a customary mechanism already in use for resolving disputes was exciting. It quickly became the foundation idea for the court's custom law project.
The first task of the project was to verify the custom as stated by Chief Justice McCabe and council delegate Ross. An important authority was consulted: retired Judge Alfred Hardy, Sr., who had served as a judge in the former Navajo Court of Indian Offenses from 1939 through 1958. Judge Hardy confirmed that there was such a custom. He stated that he often used it successfully in divorce matters and other domestic actions." Judge Hardy's validation of the custom was important because he was a [Vol. I I https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/ailr/vol11/iss2/2 highly respected judge during his years on the bench and he continues to be consulted and acknowledged as a wise man.
Another source for verifying the custom was Judge Homer Bluehouse of the Chinle Judicial District. Judge Bluehouse is the senior Navajo judge and he is a former police officer. He is widely acknowledged as the sitting Navajo judge most knowledgeable in the area of Navajo custom law.' 8 Judge Bluehouse also confirmed the use of the mediation method in the Navajo Court of Indian Offenses and in the Navajo-controlled courts from 1959. He stated that he had used the system, but that he preferred to act as the mediator himself. He told of assault cases in which an individual came before the court charged with a crime. On closer examination, the judge discovered that the criminal case was in reality a dispute between neighbors. When the neighbors were brought into court for an informal discussion of the case, the judge sometimes found underlying disputes, for example, over grazing rights or fences, or other problems that had turned neighbors against each other. Judge Bluehouse often persuaded the parties to reach an agreement on the underlying dispute and he had them shake hands and agree to be enemies no longer. He often induced agreement through lectures on the law, particularly through lectures on Navajo traditional values. This process turned a criminal case under American legal principles into a Navajo civil action.' 9 Informal discussions with the Navajo judges in private, along with questions asked of those who knew the custom, confirmed that the courts had frequently-used people outside the regular court structure on cases. The older judges and practitioners outlined the custom and told of its harmony with the thinking of the Navajo. Navajo judges and practitioners confirmed there was a strong desire for an alternative to the American adversary method of presenting cases. The problem was how to devise a method that would combine the identified custom with normal court operations. 20 18. Comments of court officials, Navajo practitioners, and opinion of the author. Judge Harry Brown is another sitting judge known to have an excellent knowledge of custom law; retired Chief Justice Murray Lincoln and retired Judge Tom B. Becenti are also acknowledged as experts in this area. An excellent interview with Judge Becenti which exemplifies Navajo judicial thinking is found at 2 D. VICENTI Since a method of mediation had been identified, a short search of the literature was made to see if there were any systems of mediation that would be useful. One item of interest was a Pennsylvania colonial experiment, which grew out of the religious practice of the Quakers (Society of Friends), of resolving their disputes within their local communities (the meetings), rather than resorting to the common law courts."' In 1683 the Quakerdominated Pennsylvania General Assembly "provided an institutional alternative to court action by appointing common peacemakers who would arbitrate disputes. The law stated that 'the judgment of the peacemakers, shall be as Conclusive, as a sentence given by the County Court."' 2 The Quaker idea arose from its practice of localizing authority within small religious communities. This localization was probably the result of the English persecution of dissenters, which produced small, independent, and self-reliant religious bodies that protected themselves through methods of regulating their own members. The Quakers may have taken the name or the practice of their court from the Seneca Indian Nation, which had a Peacemaker Court. Internal disciplinary systems born of persecution by a dominant force are a dynamic that is found in Indian cultures as well.
The contemporary American legal community has been looking to mediation and arbitration as an alternative means of handling disputes and diverting cases from the congested dockets of American courts, and the Navajo courts examined some of the experiments that use those methods.
2 4 The small claims court system was also considered. 25 January, 1982 . Judge Bluehouse has been a continuing source for finding customary legal procedures and principles. The Navajo judges hold frequent meetings to discuss court operations, and those meetings are a good opportunity to gather information. Albert Hale, president of the Navajo Nation Bar Association, acted as an informant and critic and Benjamin Curley, the Window Rock District prosecutor, served as a sounding board and idea man during this period. 
NA VAJO PEACEMAKER COURT
The Navajo mediation custom had been identified and it was strong enough on its own to use as a basis for a court system. However, outside examples and authorities were used not only as suggestions for a mechanism to be installed in an adversary system, but as a justification for a formal mediation court operated by members of Navajo communities. In a speech to the annual meeting of the Navajo Nation Bar Association, Chairman Peter MacDonald summed up the feeling of independence and the assertion that the Navajos already had a better answer. MacDonald pointed out that there was a traditional Navajo way of settling disputes using mediation and agreement. He pointed to the fact that under Navajo tradition offenders would be required to undo the harm they did through community service, with the use of gentle coercion and persuasion. MacDonald made two propositions to the Navajo bar. First, in dealing with the law, they should not throw out the old, and second, that "justice" for the Navajo means self-protection against the outside and taking care of matters internally. 26 Contemporary recollections of the Navajo mediation system were collected, and a cursory search was made of legal, anthropological, and sociological literature for accounts of Navajo legal practices. Contemporary legal literature gave some suggestions for a mechanism to use and justify the Navajo custom, but there was little to be found of much practical use in either social science works or works on Navajo practices. 2 Based upon this information, a draft of some proposed Navajo court rules was prepared.
The Debate on the Rules
The Navajo courts follow the practice of most American jurisdictions of exercising the power to adopt court rules to regulate and define court operations. 2 After a great deal of discussion, Blackfeet Tribal Court small claims courts.
26. Keynote speech of Chairman Peter MacDonald to the annual meeting of the Navajo Nation Bar Association at Gallup, N.M. (April 3, 1982) . The speech was made after a draft of the Peacemaker Court rules had been written, but before they were announced for public comment. MacDonald probably did not know of them.
27. There are few materials readily available to the contemporary researcher in the field of Indian custom law. Perhaps this is better because it makes modem tribal experiments in the use of Indian common law more self-reliant. 
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Published by University of Oklahoma College of Law Digital Commons, 1983 AMERICAN INDIAN LA W REVIEW V the Chief Justice decided to use the rule-making authority of the courts to create the Peacemaker Court, rather than apply to the Navajo Tribal Council for legislation authorizing it. The reasoning for the decision was that legislation would delay putting a custom court into operation, and that the courts should exercise their authority to structure themselves just as state courts freely create court divisions, departments, and small claims courts by court rule.
The standard practice of the Navajo Tribal Council and its committees, as well as the chapters, is to use the resolution format for making laws and setting policies. The resolutions normally contain a preamble explaining the legal authority and reasons for the enactment, and contain enacting language setting forth the actual laws or policies adopted. This format was used by the Navajo court for the adoption of the Peacemaker Court rules. 9 The Navajo judges meet frequently, and when they act to adopt rules of court they meet as the Navajo Judicial Conference. The judges considered the proposed Peacemaker Court Rules on April 23, 1982. On that early spring day the judges felt a spirit of progress because of the dedication of a new multimillion-dollar tribal office building that afternoon, and they considered the proposed rules with enthusiasm. Their enthusiasm was restrained by caution, however.
A report outlining the origin, purpose, and structure of the new court was presented to the judges along with a draft resolution and the actual rules." The rules were explained and many questions about their specifics were answered.
Judge Bluehouse led the discussion, opposing adoption of the rules. He stated his support for Navajo tradition, but expressed his strong feeling that the civil rights of individual Navajos would be violated by a sanctioned return to old, abusive ways. He mentioned examples of violence and coercion, and he asked how these could be prevented under the proposed system. His objections and questions were answered and discussed and he finally shifted his stand to one of support.
Judge James Atcitty also opposed the rules. 3 He felt that the use of a traditional procedure was completely out of step with modem times and contemporary needs. He felt that the existing system was the only way to handle disputes. Judge Atcitty is from [Vol. I11
https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/ailr/vol11/iss2/2 NA VAJO PEACEMAKER COURT Shiprock, and his arguments echoed those raised by earlier Shiprock leaders in the battles over oil revenues, livestock control, and a Navajo constitution. 2 Judge Tom Tso entered the argument, and at first he was mildly critical of the rules." However, his views shifted as the discussion and the arguments progressed. He stressed the reasonableness of the system, the protections built into it and, most of all, the demand for and the need to use Navajo traditional legal processes. He was the strongest proponent of the rules. Judge Harry Brown gave his cautious endorsement to the rules, 34 as did Judge Henry Whitehair. 3 5 Judge Marie F. Neswood was hesitant about the rules. She wondered if it was possible to blend a custom that was in little use with regular court operations, but after lengthy exchanges with the other judges she gave her tentative support for the plan. 6 Chief Justice McCabe backed the plan and reported the demands he had received for the use of custom law. However, since the tribal code provides that a majority of judges must agree to adopt court rules (approved by the Chief Justice and a tribal attorney), the Chief Justice left most of the argument to the trial judges. 3 A majority agreed to back the experiment and the rules were enacted by a vote of five in favor and one opposed. One judge was absent.
The judges left their conference feeling optimistic about this experiment in Navajo custom law. Now it had to be acceptable to the Navajo government and to their people.
The Structure of the Navajo Peacemaker Court
The informal agreement within the court was that the Navajo customary method should be protected, preserved, and encouraged, but it should not be regulated. The Navajo courts did not have the funds to hire individuals to conduct mediation in local 32. See supra text accompanying note 6. 33. Judge Tso is a product of the Navajo Nation Bar Association. Prior to becoming a judge he was an attorney (i.e., a member of the Navajo bar but not a law school graduate) with DNA-Peoples' Legal Services and a president of the bar association. He is considered to be a brilliant judge and a well-known Navajo leader.
34. See supra note 18. 35. Like Judge Tso, Judge Whitehair is a former practitioner. 36. Judge Neswood, who is the highest-ranking woman Navajo official, is a senior judge. She is a former clerk of court and a former acting chief justice.
37. 7 Navajo Tribal Code § 601 (1978).
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Published communities nor to conduct training programs in modern methods of mediation and arbitration. More important, there was a feeling that the chapters were so independent that they would not respond well to instruction and Anglicized methods for using their traditional mediation mechanism. Navajo traditional mediation involves respect for the mediator, lectures on religious and traditional values, and an awareness of the dynamics of the local community. The judges and staff developing an outline for the new court recognized this and decided that the Navajo tradition should not be influenced in its actual operation. 3 " Navajo pragmatism and independence were recognized as forces to be accommodated.
The theoretical basis of the court consisted of four elements.
39
At the core of the court the Navajo mediation tradition was to be left untouched. It would be surrounded by a formal court system that would act as a clearinghouse and referral mechanism. The formal court system would be based on the elements of structure, protection, choice, and enforcement. 0 The element of structure gave authority to the tradition. The tradition would now have existence as a formal court with a name, and it would have status as an official body of Navajo government as a division of the Navajo courts. The courts would provide clerical and record-keeping assistance because these resources are not readily available on the chapter level. An important part of the element of structure was that the regularly constituted courts would enforce decisions produced through mediation or arbitration.
The element of protection was necessary in order to bring the new method into existence because of problems and abuses that had occurred in the past. Judge Bluehouse and Councilman Ross told of instances in which community members, sometimes with the assistance of Navajo police officers, would take an offender or troublemaker to the local chapter house, lock the doors, and then mentally and physically abuse the person. The suggestion 18. Consensus of Chief Justice McCabe, Judges Tso and Bluehouse, Councilman Ross, and others (by knowledge of author).
39. Navajo tradition gives great weight to the concept of four elements. There are four sacred directions with four sacred mountains. The coincidence of this tradition with the four elements comprising the theoretical structure of the court was later found helpful in taking the Peacemaker Court idea to local leaders.
4.0. The system has been diagrammed as a circle (representing tradition) surrounded by a square formed by the four elements of the court. The diagram is used as an instructional device in explaining the Peacemaker Court.
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When informed of the plan, some persons asked what would happen if someone did not want to be bound by the decision of a person who was not an appointed judge. There was often the misunderstanding that those in the community appointed to serve in the new court would be judges in the same sense as the Navajo judges who made decisions in the adversary setting. This issue was addressed in the third element of the court, expressed as choice. The normal method used would be mediation, in which the appointed official would only be authorized to encourage individuals to talk out their dispute. If an individual did not recognize the legitimacy of the process or the mediator, then he or she could not be forced to agree to a particular resolution to the dispute. Quasi-judicial decision making in the form of arbitration was provided, but the protection of requiring a written agreement to arbitration was required.
The choice element was made available to the judges by providing for the transfer of pending civil and criminal cases to the Peacemaker Court for mediation. This was what the judges had been doing all along. Individuals then had the right to refuse to cooperate with mediation and return to adversary litigation in the trial court.
There was no reason to provide a formal structure in the Navajo courts if the goal was simply to recognize what had been taking place for a long time. The idea, however, was to support and encourage the tradition by giving it legitimacy in a structured setting, through encouraging its operation and enforcing its decisions. The element of enforcement provided for a judgment to be entered in the local district court representing the results of a mediated agreement or an arbitrated decision. Thus entered, the judgment carried all the authority of any judgment of the Navajo court' and could be similarly enforced. Since any judgment on a mediated settlement or an arbitrated decision would be one of the district court, the Navajo police could be required to enforce the community decision. Such a judgment could also be appealed to the Navajo Court of Appeals and be given full faith and credit in other jurisdictions. Questions about enforcement powers were resolved by making it mandatory that individuals participate in mediation sessions, once this method was chosen, and requiring participants to come to those sessions under formal court sub-
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The rules are intended to be simple, and they are only ten pages long. The general rules state the authority of the Peacemaker Court and indicate the kinds of matters that can be addressed by it.," They also provide for compulsory participation in mediation and the voluntary participation of non-Indians as parties. Non-Indians are compelled to cooperate as witnesses or participants but not as parties. 2 Given the independence and pragmatism of the Navajo, the general provisions allow for an informal application and a liberal construction of the rules, and state that the "rules will be used and applied in as close an accordance with Navajo tradition and custom as is possible."" 3 This is intended to be an escape clause in the event the formal rules are not compatible with traditional practices or with what the parties want. Members of the Navajo bar are forbidden to participate in Peacemaker Court proceedings (with the exception of some matters to be handled in the district court)." Judges are eliminated from the heart of the court's operations.
The persons who actually conduct mediation and arbitration are to be called peacemakers. They are selected because of their "ability to work with chapter members, . . . reputation for integrity, honesty, humanity and ... ability to resolve local problems.... -"" This rule is an enshrinement of the Navajo tradition of selecting peace leaders. The peacemakers are to be chosen by the Navajo judges in the absence of community action. The chapters are, however, encouraged to make their own selections of peacemakers at chapter meetings. 6 In response to commentary that the peacemakers chosen by the chapters or judges might not 41. The Peacemaker Court's ultimate authority is the ability to use Navajo customs and traditions, as authorized by 7 Navajo Tribal Code § 204(a) (1978) , and almost any kind of community or personal dispute can be addressed. Peacemaker Court Rules 1.2 and 1.4 as found in PEACEMAKER COURT MANUAL, supra note 2, at 101. Although the intent was to provide only for simple community disputes, Navajo practitioners and government workers quickly thought of using the court for divorces and child welfare cases.
42. Peacemaker Court Rule 1.5 as found in PEACEMAKER COURT MANUAL, supra note 2, at 102. The policy choice of not requiring non-Indians to participate as parties was made because of the state of the law of jurisdiction over non-Indians at the time the rules were adopted.
43. have the respect of the community, or might be closely related to a party, or might favor one side of a dispute, the judges included a provision in the rules that the parties to a dispute can agree to any individual as a peacemaker. 4 7 This is also designed to accommodate the three levels of Navajo society (the traditionals, the caught-in-the-middles, and the modems), because they should have the ability to choose their own respected mediators. These mediators can be traditional medicine men, non-Indian clergy or counsellors, traders, lawyers, Native American Church leaders, or other trusted figures of authority. The peacemaker is given the authority to mediate disputes, but there are few requirements on the form the mediation is to take. 4" They clearly are not to act as judges, but they must have the specific authority to arbitrate if the parties agree to that process. 9 The duties of the peacemaker are to assemble the disputants and participants (anyone who has a role in the dispute) for mediation (peace making) and to coordinate activities with the district court.1 0
The clerical and referral system places the burden for paperwork and referrals upon the district court staff, particularly the Clerk of Court. The clerks prepare written requests for use of the Peacemaker Court, make reports to a centralized records office, notify the peacemakers of their appointment, receive and transmit user fees, assist in preparing necessary paperwork, and generally act as an information and assistance resource." 1 Because many Navajos have problems dealing with bureaucratic systems and paperwork, Navajo clerks of court act as public scribes and information resources in order to serve people who must travel many miles to attend to their business. The hope is to provide a simple system where an individual Navajo need only to see a Clerk of Court for a referral to a peacemaker. After the rules were adopted, a manual was written for the judges, the chapters, the peacemakers, and the clerks of court, with instructions for each of these officials. The manual 
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The sitting judges appoint peacemakers in individual cases, issue simple protective orders when abuses are brought to their attention, and issue formal written judgments on mediated or arbitrated decisions." The judges are also given the authority to halt formal litigation before them and transfer civil cases and some kinds of criminal prosecutions to a peacemaker for commuruity action .5 This procedure acknowledges that the adversary system does not adequately serve the participants in many kinds of civil and criminal litigation. Family cases are often aggravated by the emotions and personalities of the parties, and the rules provide a cooling-off process in those situations. The historical practice of Navajo judges turning criminal prosecutions under American court procedures into Navajo civil matters is now followed by the referral system. The judges (particularly Chief Justice McCabe and Judges Bluehouse and Tso) stated that parents or spouses had often requested that the judge give a lecture to an erring family member, and that these requests had to be denied because of the adversarial practices of the court system. The judges also received requests from the families of criminal defendants that a prosecution be stopped in favor of a stern lecture from the bench, but the criminal processes of the courts were not designed for this. 6 The referral and transfer provisions were designed especially to serve these needs. Judge Bluehouse particularly stressed the effectiveness of lectures based upon legal standards, moral guidelines, and traditional religious principles.
A controversial problem was how the peacemakers would be paid for their services. The judges had the option of presenting legislation to the Navajo Tribal Council to fund Peacemaker Court operations or to make the system rely upon user payment. The option of going to the council was rejected because of the experimental nature of the Peacemaker Court and the small likelihood that funds could be obtained to pay the peacemakers. The 53. PEACEMAKER COURT MANUAL, supra note 2, at 82. The rules were adopted in April of 1982, and the manual was prepared in May of 1982.
54. Peacemaker Court Rules 4.1-4.6, id. at 107-08. 55. Peacemaker Court Rules 6.1-6.5, id. at 109-10. 56. Both Conn, supra at note 1, and Barsh, supra at note 1, give excellent explanations of the dynamics of traditional Navajo ways of taking care of "criminal" matters.
https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/ailr/vol11/iss2/2 NA VAJO PEACEMAKER COURT thinking was that people would be able to pay a fee to the peacemaker because they would not have to pay a court filing fee or the attorney's fees required in regular court litigation. There was also a feeling that the users of the Peacemaker Court system would respect the court more if they had to pay for it. This view acknowledged a practical "you don't get something for nothing" attitude. s7 Because the new court is experimental, it is believed wise to put a system in place that has as many options as possible and then see what modifications will have to be made after mistakes occur or suggestions are received. The predictions for the future were that the system would be accepted with modifications, or totally rejected, but in either event, it would be influenced by the forces of Navajo pragmatism and the persistence of Navajo tradition.
Since the system is experimental, the Peacemaker Court rules were written in formal legal language for use by the judges and the lawyers, as well as in "plain language" (or what is hoped will be seen as plain language) for local leaders."
The Justification for the Peacemaker Court Under Navajo Common Law
The Navajo courts have inherent and statutory authority to adopt rules of court pleading, practice, and procedure, 9 and they must use Navajo customs and usages where they are not preempted by United States law. 6 0 In creating the Peacemaker Court, the judges exercised their powers to create a new division of the trial court, and they also followed established Navajo custom and usage in creating it.
The twentieth-century Navajo judicial custom was wellestablished and it was reinforced by available oral tradition and established literature. As it is with most Indian nations, there are few published works on the legal customs of the Navajo, 6 ' al- more than simple persuasive powers, the important fact for the Peacemaker Court is that those chosen to mediate and arbitrate disputes must have the respect of the people and can only exercise persuasive and not coercive powers. Although the Navajo common law supporting the new procedure was firmly established, the judges looked to other precedent in order to command recognition of the new court by the United States and the states.
Outside Recognition of Navajo Common Law
When the Navajo judicial code containing the authority to use custom law in civil cases was enacted by the Navajo Tribal Council, the code was approved by the Secretary of the Interior. This made the recognition of custom law obligatory upon the Bureau of Indian Affairs." This policy follows the general legal policy of the United States that Indian customs are to be accorded respect by the United States government as law. 7 "
Legal recognition of Navajo custom by federal and state authorities is important because the Peacemaker Court rules make it possible for the individual Navajo to obtain a judgment under a customary procedure and turn it into a judgment of the Navajo courts of record. That means that the traditional court judgment will be recognized by the states. The state of New Mexico recognizes Navajo law under the full faith and credit doctrine," and Arizona Will recognize it (unless it is found to be contrary to Arizona public policy) under the doctrine of comity."
The Navajo judges also looked to other American legal principles for support in rejecting the adversary system of resolving disputes. The Navajo courts looked to an 1829 United States Supreme Court ruling rejecting unacceptable rules of English law. In that case the Supreme Court noted that: "The common law of England is not to be taken in all respects to be that of America. Our ancestors brought with them its general principles, and claimed it as their birthright; but they brought with them and
